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A new and stronger proof of the principle of local reflexivity is given. 
Applications to normed spaces, local reflexivity of operators, and Frkchet spaces 
are given. A partial answer to a question of Pelczynski is obtained. The proof is 
based on an unpublished proof of R. C. James. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
In about 1973, R. C. James (in a class) showed the author how Helly’s 
condition could be used to prove a local reflexivity theorem. Our main result 
(Section 1) uses Helly’s condition to prove a stronger form of the principle 
of local reflexivity. The added strength does two things. First, it allows us to 
handle more than one norm (semi-norms) at a time and hence operators and 
more general spaces. Second, we can require certain “subspace restrictions” 
in addition to usual conclusions. 
The author knows of three other proofs of the principle of local reflexivity 
[9, 11, 161. Ours is most like the original [ 161, but different enough to 
include the details. Section 2 shows how the original result can be obtained 
from ours. 
There are at least three definitions [ 1, 2, 121 of what it means for a map 
T: X+ Y to be finitely representable in the map S: A --) B. None of these 
definitions agree with what we can obtain for our local reflexivity for 
operators. However, we can obtain a result of Beauzamy [2] and use it to 
give (yet another) partial answer to a question of Pelczynski [ 181 (see 
Section 4). Also, this says something about the local reflexivity of Frechet 
spaces. 
Perhaps the most interesting feature of our local reflexivity result is its 
“subspace restrictions.” For example, if X0 c X* * and Y, c Y* *, so that 
z,=x,@Y,cz**=(x@Y) **, then we can “pull down Z, into 2 in 
such a way that puts X0 in X and Y, in Y. The usual local reflexivity results 
will only give you either half, but not both. (See Section 2.) 
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0. PRELIMINARIES 
Our notation is standard and generally follows that of ] 171 or [ 201. The 
natural setting for this work is in a normed space X with dual X* and bidual 
X* *. If A c X, B c X*, then we define the (absolute) polar-s as 
and 
A”={x*EX*:Ix*(a)l<I foraEA}, 
B0={x**~X**:jx**(6)1< 1 for bEB}, 
B, = {X E X: lb(x)1 < 1 for b E B}. 
If p is a continuous semi-norm on X, we will also consider p as defined on 
X* and X**. There are two reasonable ways to do this (which agree). The 
first is let U = {x E X: p(x) < 1 } and then to define p on X* to be the gauge 
functional of u” and define p on X ** to be the gauge functional of u”“. The 
second is to let 4: X --+ Y be the quotient map where Y = X/ker p with norm 
p. The transpose d* pushes the norm p on Y* into X* and you can pull back 
p on Y** by #**. (A proof of this equivalent can be modeled on the proof 
of Lemma 3.) 
We will need the following lemma which can be considered a form of 
Helly’s Condition [ 15. Problem E, p. 15 11. 
LEMMA 1. If C is an absolutely convex subset of the normed space X 
and if {XT}: c X *,thenfireachx**ECooand6>OthereisxE(1+6)C 
so that 
x**(xi”) =x?(x), i=l n. ,-.., 
The next two lemmas are standard locally convex results. We indicate 
proofs for completeness. 
LEMMA 2. If {U,}; are neighborhoods of zero in the normed space X, 
then (n: U,y = 0; v. Zf {Mj}y are subspaces of X so that 
. . . + M”, is weak-star closed in X* then (0: M.)oo = fly y. 
ESlermore, ((n; vi) n (ny Mj)>“” = (n: uy) n (n: y). 
Proof: The inclusion (0: U,p c n; v is always true. Let V be the 
absolute convex hull of tJ; q, the key to the lemma is to show V is weak- 
star closed. Since 0; w = v” and (0; U,r is the weak-star closure of I’, 
the result follows [20, Corollary 3, p. 361. Now V is weak-star closed, since 
as the absolutely convex hull of absolutely convex weak-star compact sets, V 
is weak-star compact. Similarly, W = absolutely convex hull of I,-)‘: y = 
My+ ... + M”, is closed, thus (0: Mj)oo = n;l T. 
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Unfortunately Z, the absolute convex hull of VU W, need not be closed. 
However, the norm closure of Z is V t W which is weak-star closed. Thus 
Z” = (V + w)” and the furthermore statement follows. I 
LEMMA 3. If C is a closed absolutely convex subset of the normed space 
X and {a,}: are scalars, then 
{(xT*,...,xz*): xf* EX**, xaix”* E Coo} 
= {(XI ,..” x,): xi E X, \‘ aixi E C}O”. 
Proof Let A: X” +X be given by A(x ,,..., xn) = C aixi. Since 
C = (CO), , this follows from two applications of Lemma 6 of 120, p. 391, 
yielding 
A-‘(C)=A-‘((C”)O)= (A*(C’)), and (A *(Co))” = A **-‘(cy. I 
Remark. Observe that if Ni is a closed subspace of X for 1 < i < m, then 
the subspaces 
Mi = ((x, )...) x,): xi E N,}, i=l m ,*.*, 
satisfy the hypothesis to the “furthermore part” of Lemma 2. 
Finally, we need the following standard norm estimate about &nets. 
Remember that a finite set A c B is an &net for B if for each b E B, there is 
an a E A with I/a-b]] < 6. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose A is a &net for the unit sphere of X and T: X+ Y is 
linear. If ]] Ta ]/ < 1 t 6 for all a E A, then /] T/l < (1 t 6)( 1 - 8))‘. 
Proof Write each norm one x E X as C 6,a, with a, E A and 
16il<6i. I 
1. LOCAL REFLEXIVITY 
We need one (sort of technical) definition. A collection (Fj)y of closed 
subspaces of a normed space X is said to be a friendly collection, provided 
that for each finite dimension subspace Y of X* * has a Hamel basis (y,}:, 
so that for i < j < q, there is Aj c {l,..., k} satisfying Y n y = [ yi : i E A,j], 
and that the sum of any subset of {q}y is weak-star closed. Observe that if 
F,cF,c... cF, or if X=F,@ .a. @ F, @ Z, then {Fj}y is friendly. Our 
main result is 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a normed space with dual X* and bidual X**. 
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Then for any { p,}: of continuous semi-norms on X, for any friendly 
collection {Fj}T of closed subspaces of X, for any finite dimensional subspaces 
Y c X* * and Z c X* and for any E > 0, there is a linear map T: Y + X so 
that: 
(A) y(z) = I, for y E Y, z E Z; 
(B) T(Yny)cFj,for l<j<q; 
(Cl If P& is a norm, then I P,(Y) - P,(TY)I < &P,(Y) for YE Y, 
1 < s < 1; and 
CD) I P,(Y) - P,KY)I < E II Y II for Y E Y, 1 < s G 1. 
Proof. Let {p,}, {Fj}, Y, Z, and E be given as above. The proof will 
appeal to Helly’s condition (Lemma 1) to obtain T. We will apply Lemma 1 
to Xk, where k = dim Y, with 
c= A {(XI, . . . . xk): x aixi E K,} (*I 
f= I 
(where {a:), K, are given below), a 6 > 0 to be determined later, and where 
{xT}l cX*k is a basis for span {(a: w ,..., aiw) E Xk: w E W, 1 < t <L}, 
where W is a finite-dimensional subspace of X* which contains Z (and 
which is determined below). Our choice of the K,‘s will imply (by Lemmas 2 
and 3) that 
C”” = fi ((x1**,..., xt*): C a:x”* E KY). w> 
I=I 
We pick {yi}: to be the basis for Y given by the definition of the friendly 
collection {Fj) and construct C so that (y, ,..., yk) E C”“. If (x, ,..., xk) is the 
vector given by Lemma 1, then T will be the linear map: Y+ X which sends 
Tyi=xi, for 1 <i< k. Note that for 1 <t < L, T(xa:yi)= c six, E 
(1 + 6)K, by Lemma 1. 
To obtain condition (A), we use k of the subsets in (*). For each i, 
1 < i < k, use 
i(x * )...) xk): xi E X). 
(We can consider X as a neighborhood for the purpose of Lemma 2.) This 
puts a “copy” of Z in each factor of X*k. Thus y,(z) = z(Tyi) is true for 
l<i<kandzEZ. 
Next, we will pick the K,‘s which are subspaces and show how this implies 
condition (B). For 1 < i < k, let Ni = 0 {Fj : yi E y ) or if yi belongs to no 
Fj, let Ni =X. For 1 < i < k, we obtain one set in (*), namely Mi = 
{(xi>***, x,): xi E Ni}. Since the sum of any subset of {q} is weak-star closed, 
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we have by Lemma 2, F = n {8’j? yi E y}. Thus (y, ,..., yk) E n:w, 
Tyi=xi E Ni and if yi ET, then Tyi E Pi. The other condition on a 
friendly collection implies (B). 
Lastly we obtain conditions (C) and (D). For notation, let p. = I( . 11. For 
each 0 < s < 1, let G, = Y n ker pS and let H, be a complementary subspace 
to G, in Y. Let {hj}$\ be a J-net in the p,-unit sphere of H,. For s = 0, we 
also require G, n {h;} to be a J-net in the ]] . ]/-unit sphere of G,, for 
1 <S<Z. 
For 0 < s < 1 and 1 < j < j(s) we add one set to (*) and a functional to 
W. If hjs = 2 ai yi, add the set {(xi ,..., x,): C aixi E U,) to (*), where U, = 
the closed unit ball of pS. This implies p,(Ths) < 1 + 6 and hence p,(Th) < 
(1 + 6)( 1 - S)- ’ p,(h) for h E H,, by Lemma 4. Pick a functional fj” E X* 
with p,(f$ = 1 and hJ(f$ > 1 - 6. Add all these functionals to Z, their span 
is the finite-dimensional space W. Thus by condition (A), p,(Thf) > 1 - 6 
and p,(Th) > (1 - 26)p,(h) for h E H,. Thus if 6 is such that (1 + 8) 
(1 - 6)) ’ - (1 - 26) < E, condition (C) is true. 
For condition (D), let a constant be large enough so that p,(x) < B /lx/l for 
x E X and 1 < s < 1. Also make B large enough so that for each s, 1 < s < I, 
and any gEG,, hE H, we have /IgIl +llhll ,<BI/g+hll. Now 
I p,V(g + h)) - p,(g + 4 < I p,(W - p,(h)l + p,(W since p,(g) = 0. We 
have an estimate on the first term. For the second, note ]] Tgil < (1 + 6) 
(1 -V’ II SIL so that p,(Tg) < B II Tg(l < B*(l - S>(l - 8))’ ]I g + hll. 
Hence if B3[(1 + 6)(1 - 6))’ - (1 - 26)] + B*(l + 6)(1 - 6))’ < F, we are 
done. I 
Remarks. (1) The requirement that pS I Y is a norm in condition (C) 
cannot be replaced by pS I X is a norm as the following example shows. 
Consider the map S: c, + c,, which sends the sequence (c,) to the sequence 
(5, - <,,+ i). Now S is one to one, but S* * is not. 
(2) Note that condition (D) implies condition (C). 
(3) Here is an example of an unfriendly collection. Let 
X=R’, F, = [Cl, 011, F, = I(& 111, and F3 = [(L I>]* 
Eventually, (Fi}i is not friendly. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO BANAC~~ SPACES 
Several corollaries about Banach spaces are almost immediate. We list 
them in the following remarks: 
(1) The original principle of local reflexivity also required that 
T 1 Yf7 X be the identity. This would be the case if T(Yf? X) c Yn X and 
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Z c X* is large enough to separate the points of Y n X. Since Yn X by 
itself is a friendly collection, Theorem 5 implies the original local reflexivity 
result [ 161. 
(2) Perhaps the easiest example, to show the relative strength of 
Theorem 5, is X=X, @ X,, If Y c X* *, where Y = Y, + Yz with Yi c Xi* *, 
then the original local reflexivity would allow us to do either 
(1) Make T: Y+ X a near isometry, but lose control on where 
T(Yi) goes, or 
(2) Make Ti : Yi -+ Xi near isometries, but lose control on the norm 
of T = (T, , T,). Since { Y n X, , Y n X,, X,, X,} is a friendly collection, 
Theorem 5 allows us to do both while also requiring T 1 Yn X to be the 
identity. Obviously, this can be done with any finite number of factor spaces. 
This can be used to show that certain norms on X,* OX,* are not 
isometrically dual norms. 
(3) Theorem 5 also applies to quotients as well as to products. If 
McX is a closed subspace, then the quotient norm on X/M is the “same” 
as the semi-norm on X given by dist(x, M) = inf{]lx - m/l: m E M}. On X**, 
this becomes the semi-norm dist(x* *, MO”). Thus if Y c X* * is finite dimen- 
sional, we can obtain T: Y + X so that T(Yn MO’) c M and so that for 
y E Y, 1 dist(y, MO’) - dist(Ty, M)] < E ]] y]]. In particular, T induces a near 
isometry going from (MD’ + Y)/Mo’ to (M + T(Y))/M. Again, this obviously 
can be done with any finite number of subspaces (Mj}:, as long as it is a 
friendly collection. 
(4) Next we apply Theorem 5 to fourth duals. Remember that if 
J,:X+X** and J,: X** +X* * ** are the canonical identifications, then 
J,**(X**)=xO”cX**** and J,**x**#J,x**, for x**EX**\X [lo, 
p. 701. If ycx****, we can obtain a near isometry T: Y + X* * so that 
(1) TI YnX** is the identity, 
(2) T(YnA?) cX, and 
(3) ]dist(y, J?) - dist(Ty, X)1 < E /] y]l for y E Y. 
The line segment joing J**x** and J,,x** consists of vectors all with 
norm = ]]x** ]I [ 10, p. 701. Thus for each x** E X* *\X, there is an x E X, 
so that the norms of the vectors on the line segment joining x and x** is 
nearly constant. (Without Theorem 5, we could only get x E X” *.) 
3. APPLICATIONS TO OPERATORS 
If Ti : X-, Yi, Si W+ Zi are linear maps between normed spaces for 
1 < i < N we will say { Ti}yJinitely representable in S (f.r.) {S, }y if for each 
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finite dimension subspace X0 c X and E > 0, there is a map U: X, + W so 
that 
(1) lll~ll-ll~~III~~II~II~f~~~~~~~ 
(2) IIITixll-llSiuxllI<~llxll,for~~X,, l<i<N,and 
(3) if X0 r‘l ker Ti = {0}, then 
I II TixII - II Si UXll I < E II TiXII for xEX,, l<i,<N. 
This is a strange definition, but it is what we obtain from Corollary 7. 
(Again, condition (2) implies condition (3).) There are three other 
definitions of T f.r. S around. Heinrich gives one [ 121 and Beauzamy gives 
two [l, 21. 
The definition above uses the domain as the point of reference where as 
Beauzamy [ 1, 21 uses the range and Heinrich uses both. Kernals are another 
difference with Beauzamy who always mods them out. Some examples which 
show the differences. 
(1) Let T: c,, + c,, be the identity and S: I, -+ c0 be the quotient map. 
Beauzamy has T f.r. S, but it is not by Heinrich or by our definition. 
(2) Let T: 1, + I, @ c0 and S: I, + I, @ I, be the inclusions onto the 
first factor. We would say T f.r. S but Beauzamy and Heinrich would not. 
(3) If T:X+ Y, S: W+ Z are l-l and T(X) = Y then the definition 
above and Beauzamy’s second definition [2] will agree. 
(4) Our concern with kernals is necessary. See the remarks after 
Theorem 5. 
As usual, finite representability says something about ultraproducts and 
nonstandard hulls. We will use caret notation for these, i.e., S: I@--, Z is the 
nonstandard hull or ultraproduct of S: W-t Z. Our proof is in terms of 
nonstandard hulls but it can be translated into ultraproducts. (See [ 131 for 
an excellent exposition.) 
PROPOSITION 6. Let S: W+ Z, T: X+ Y be linear maps between orm 
spaces, suppose X is separable and T(X) = Y. Then g: @+ .?? is f.r. in 
S: W+ Z. And T f.r. S if and only if there are isometries U: X-t I@, 
V: Y--t .?? so that f?U = VT. 
ProoJ If F is a finite-dimensional subspace of m, then pick (fi}; basis of 
F so that ]lfi]] = 1 and {J;:}! is a basis of Ff’ ker S. Pull back the {fi) to 
elements { gi} in the nonstandard model of W. If the norm one w E [gilt, we 
can only say ]/SW]] is infinitesimal (hence condition (2)). However, if the 
norm one wE [gilt+,, ]I SW ]] is finite and infinitesimal close to the correct 
value. The transfer principle yields S f.r. S. 
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If T f.r. S, then taking a nonstandard finite-dimensional subspace 
containing X and taking E to be infinitesimal, we obtain an isometry U: 
X-t@ so that IIITxll-llSUxllI<~llxll. If x~kerT then SUx is 
infinitesimal, hence SUx = 0 in 2. Since the kernals are right this induces a 
linear map V: Y + 2 so that SU= VT. The inequality shows that V is also 
an isometry. 
Conversely, if S: W+ 2 is a map and X is a subspace of W, then 
S: X+ S(X) is f.r. in S. Since f.r. is transitive, T f.r. S f.r. S. m 
Corollary 7 is a straightforward translation of Theorem 5 into the 
language of operators. 
COROLLARY 7. If X, W,,..., W, are normed spaces and Si : X+ Wi are 
linear maps, then for each finite-dimensional subspaces Y cX”* and 
Z c X*, for any friendly collection of subspaces {Fj)y of closed subspace of X 
and for any E > 0, there is a linear map T: Y -+ X so that 
(A) y(z) = z(Ty) for y E Y, z E Z; 
(B) T(Yny)cFjfor 1 < j<q; 
(C) tf S * * / Y is one-to-one, then 
IllS**YII-IISiTYIII <EIlS**Yll for YE K l<i<n; 
(D) IIIS**YII-~~S~T,III <~/IyllforyE K l<i,<n; and 
09 IIIYII-IITYIII <EIIYllforY~ y* 
In particular, {ST*}: f.r. (S,):. 
Next we show how Corollary 7 can be used. We need some more notation. 
A basic sequence {e,} is said to be equal signs additive (ESA) provided 
where x=(a,+a,+,)e, or (a,+a,+,)e,+, and a,a,+,>O. The oth dual 
of a nonreflexive space has many ESA sequences. Define X=X’, 
X ‘+ ’ = (X”)* and identify by the canonical injections J, : X” -+ Xnf2. The 
space X” is the completion of U, X2”. If T: X-+ Y is a map, we obtain T”: 
X” --f Y” in a similar manner. Now if x E X* * \X, then the sequence defined 
by x,=x, x,+, =Jtx, is ESA and T”Jt = JtT” [5, 191. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose Ti : Xi-, + Xi are linear maps between normed 
spaces, 1 < i < N and let Sj = Tj 0 . ..oT.forl<j<N.IfS,isnotweakly 
compact, then there is an ESA sequence {x,} cX~ so that {S,Wx,}, is an 
ESA sequence in XT. 
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Proof: Since S, is not weakly compact, S,$*(X$ *) is not contained in 
X,,,cX,** [20, p. 1501. Let x, EX$*p, so that S,X*x, @X,. Then by the 
remarks above, the sequence (x,} is inductively given by x,, I = Jtx,. 1 
Let us agree to call the sequence {x,} in the conclusion of Proposition 8 
an ESA spectrum. That is, if Si: X-1 Xi, then {x,} CX is an ESA spectrum 
if {xn) is an ESA sequence in X and (Six,}, is an ESA sequence in Xi. 
COROLLARY 9. If Ti: Xi-, -Xi and Sj= Tjo ... o T, for 1 <i, j< N, 
and ifs, is not uniformly convex, then there is an ESA spectrum f.r. in (S,}. 
Prooj Uniformly convex operators are defined in [ 11, but for our 
purposes it is enough to know that if S: X + Y is not uniformly convex, then 
9: X+ Y is not weakly compact [12]. Since (9)W: (X)W-+ (Y)“ f.r. 9 by 
Corollary 7 and 3 f.r. S by Proposition 6, this follows from the 
proposition. 1 
Remarks. (1) This is roughly Proposition 1 of ]2]. 
(2) If {e,) is ESA, then for large enough m, x = 2’: (-1)” eznp, and 
Y = C’: C-1)” e,, form a near square. That is I/x]] = ]]y]l = i ]]x+ yl] - 
$ /Ix - y]]. It follows that if T: X + Y is not uniformly convex, then T maps a 
near square to a near square (cf. [ 141.) 
4. APPLICATIONS TO FR~CHET SPACES 
Local reflexivity of nonnormed spaces is, at least on the surface, a much 
weaker theorem. Part of the problem is that the strong bidual is the wrong 
space. The correct bidual is the set of linear functionals on E* which are 
bounded on equicontinuous sets with the natural topology (see [3, 7, 81). For 
a Frechet space X with seminorms (]I . Ilk} so that ]/ . Ilk < ]] s Ilk+, , this bidual 
is the projective limit of 
.*. - (X II . 112>** + (X /I * II,)““, 
where the arrows are the double adjoints of the induced maps. Our local 
reflexivity result (Corollary 7) allows us to “pull down” requirements on 
only a finite number of semi-norms at a time. However, we can use this 
limited information to some advantage. Call a Frechet space X uniformly 
convex, if for each continuous semi-norm ]I . ]I, there is a continuous semi- 
norm I . 1 so that the induced map (X, I . ]) + (X, ]I . ]I) is uniformly convex. 
PROPOSITION 10. A non-uniformly convex FrPchet space has a 
conditional basic sequence. 
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Proof: Let X be a non-uniformly convex space and let (11 . Ilk) be an 
increasing sequence of semi-norms which define the topology and so that the 
induced maps (X, I/ . Ilk) + (X, I[ . III) are not uniformly convex. 
Now we use Corollary 9 to pick a basic sequence {e,) of X. Let d(k) be 
integers to be chosen later and let N(0) = 0 and N(k + 1) = N(k) + d(k + 1). 
Choose {e,}$)- ,) + , by Corollary 9 to be nearly ESA in each of the semi- 
norms 11 . Ilj for 1 <j< k so that 
This can be done so that {e,} is a basic sequence for X (see the “facts” [4, 
p. 2031). 
Either this is our conditional basis or the span of {e,) is obtained by 
gluing Zfck” s together. That is, the only unconditional ESA sequence is the 
usual basis for I,. We obtain the conditional basic sequence by gluing 
together basis in each Zfck’ which is known to be badly unconditional (see 
[21]). The dimensional requirement (*) will imply that the resulting basic 
sequence is conditional. I 
Remarks. (1) This is a partial answer to a question of Pelczynski [ 181. 
For other partial answers see [4, 6, 211. 
(2) The scope of Proposition 10 is hard to judge, since it is known 
that there are uniformly convex maps which do not factor through a super- 
reflexive space [ 11. 
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